Herbert Rowse Armstrong.
Thomas Alfred Matthews
when you went there on the second occasion ?—I did, quite.      I
pulled out the drawer to about the same extent as  it had been
pulled on the first occasion by Miss Pearce, and I saw nothing.
But this time you persevered?—I did.
It must have been a profound surprise when you found there
was something sticking?—That does not adequately express it.
My language, I know, is rather poor, but I put it as strong
as I can; it must laave been a very great surprise ?—It was, tremen-
dous.
Now, there is no doubt you are in possession of a most im-
portant piece of evidence?—I was, you mean, yes.
You had believed in the existence of this arsenic right away
from the 1st January ?—I did.
And now you had actually got the thing itself?—On the 9th
February.
What I am going to say does not depend much upon dates,
because I do not know what the dates were, but I would like this
one thing about the date—when was the last time Mr. Crutchelt
was in the box?—You reminded me just now—17th February.
So that on that date your information and belief had received
absolute confirmation ?—Yes.
Let us see what you said to Mr. Crutchett in cross-examina-
tion?—I do not think I said anything; I may have, not on the
17th.
I will do you every justice. On the 17th Mr. Crutchett was
recalled, and you had the opportunity of cross-examining him.
He said, " I identify exhibit No. 32." That is the little packet
that was found on Mr. Armstrong?—He did.
" The outside envelope is my own, into which I placed the
white packet which is now in it. When found it was not folded
the same way, and there was no elastic band/' Then he identified
exhibit No. 33. That was the charcoal-coloured powder " which
I found in the cupboard on the left of the fireplace in the library,"
and you put no question?—No.
At the previous hearing, when Mr, Crutchett was put before
you, you cross-examined him?—I did.
In answer to your question, is this the statement that he made,
and which appears on the depositions—" There was not the
slightest, obstacle in the way of my search by either Mr. Armstrong
or the clerks. They gave me every information and assistance. I
had every facility for searching the office, and every assistance
from the clerks up to Monday evening. After finishing at the office
on Saturday I went at once to Mayfield. Statements were taken
from Miss Pearce and Mrs. Price. A thorough and systematic
search was made of the whole house. Mrs. Price and Miss Pearce
gave me every facility. Armstrong offered to show me where cer-
tain articles were if he had an opportunity of going to the house.
The searching of the house was practically done on Saturday night.
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